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Resum
 
Aquest projecte pretén donar suport tècnic a futurs dissenys de parcs eòlics marins. En 
concret, el projecte que aquí es presenta estudia la capacitat portant de plaques 
d’anclatge embegudes en argiles amb estructura per a resistir les forces d’amarratge 
transmeses per aerogeneradors flotants. 
 
La capacitat portant d’aquestes àncores s’ha calculat mitjançant simulació numèrica a 
través del software d’elements finits PLAXIS 2D. El comportament de l’argila amb 
estructura s’ha recreat utilitzant un avançat model de sòl, basat en el conegut Cam-
Clay, anomenat “Kinematic Hardening Model with loss of Structure”. El model en 
qüestió ha estat introduït al software PLAXIS 2D des d’on s’han realitzat les diferents 
simulacions. 
 
Per a l’ interacció entre el sòl i la placa s’han considerat dues possibles situacions 
anomenades “vented” i “attached”. La primera fa referència al cas en que la placa i el 
sòl es separen tant bon punt es produeix tensió a sota la placa, i per tant recrea la 
situació en la que no hi ha succió o adhesió entre el sòl i la placa .La segona recrea la 
situació en la que la placa i el sòl estan units en tot moment. Aquesta consideració 
dóna lloc a dues solucions: una cota superior i una inferior. 
 
Per a comprovar el comportament d’aquesta fonamentació, múltiples simulacions amb 
la placa embeguda a diferents profunditats i posicionada en diferents orientacions han 
sigut analitzades. Aquest text, recull la capacitat portant per a tots aquests casos i els 
compara amb solucions de referència. Durant l’ investigació també s’han considerat 
argiles sense estructura , reduint el model KHSM al model Cam-Clay, i argiles amb 
estructura constant, cosa que ha permès estudiar com varia la capacitat del sòl per a 
cada cas. 
 
Així mateix, s’ha dut a terme una simulació numèrica d’un assaig triaxial en condicions 
no drenades. Els resultats obtinguts han ajudat a comprendre la complexitat del model 
i a valorar com afecta l’estructura de l’argila en la seva resistència final. 
 
Paraules Clau: Offshore, Plaques d’anclatge, Argiles amb estructura, Elements Finits,  
                Attached , Vented.  
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Abstract
 
This project aims to provide with technical support upcoming designs of offshore farm 
winds. Specifically, the project here presented reports the bearing capacity of plate 
anchors embedded in structured clays to withstand the mooring forces transmitted by 
floating turbines. 
 
To sort out the capacity of these anchors a finite element simulation has been carried 
out using the software PLAXIS 2D. The behavior of the clay with structure has been 
modeled using and advanced soil model based in Cam-Clay and named Kinematic 
Hardening Model with Loss of Structure. The formulation has been programmed and 
introduced to the software PLAXIS 2D from where the different cases have been run.  
 
Throughout the research two conditions to recreate the interaction between the soil and 
the plate have been considered: the vented base and the attached base condition. In 
the first situation the plate anchor is separated from the soil when tension occurs 
beneath the anchor. Therefore, recreates the situation where there is no suction or 
adhesion between the soil and the plate. On the other hand, in the attached condition 
the plate and the soil are fully bonded and the plate remains in contact with the clay at 
all times 
 
Cases with the plate embedded at different depths and placed in different orientations 
both for the vented and the attached base conditions have been carried out to test the 
behavior of the plate in all these different scenarios. The bearing capacity for all of 
these cases is reported and compared with previous results used as benchmark. It has 
also been considered cases with non-structured clays, reducing the KHSM model to 
meet the Cam-Clay behavior, and clays with constant structure. This has permitted to 
study the changes in the plate pullout capacity for different arrangements of the  soil 
structure.  
 
Also, a numerical simulation of an undrained triaxial test has been carried out. Results 
obtained have helped to comprehend the complexity of the soil model and to value the 
effect of the soil structure to its final strength. 
 
Keywords: Offshore, Plate Anchors, Structured Clays, Finite Elements, Attached,  
        Vented.  
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Notation 
 
A parameter controlling relative proportions of distortional and volumetric 
destructuration 
   area of the plate anchor 
B length of the strip anchor 
b normalized distance between bubble and structure surface 
     maximum value of b 
d displacement applied to the plate anchor 
   tensor of elastic moduli 
  reference yield surface 
   bubble yield surface 
  structure yield surface 
   ultimate pullout force on the plate anchor 
   pullout force on the plate anchor 
  shear modulus 
h embedmenth depth of a plate anchor ( as the anchor center) 
H plastic modulus 
   plastic modulus at conjugate stress 
  second rank identity tensor 
   second stress invariant 
   third stress invariant 
  bulk modulus 
   rest lateral earth pressure 
  parameter controlling rate of loss of structure with damage strain 
  critical state stress ratio
 
 
   dimensionless scaling function for deviatoric variation of M 
  material parameter linking   and  
  normalized stress gradient of the surfaces 
   anchor pullout capacity factor 
  
  anchor pullout capacity factor when the anchor is fully bonded 
      maximum anchor pullout capacity factor 
  mean effective stress 
   stress variable controlling size of the surfaces 
    initial value of    
q deviatory stress 
   ultimate deviatoric stress 
  ratio of sizes of bubble and reference surfaces 
  parameter describing the ratio of sizes of structure and reference surfaces 
   initial value of   
  deviatory stress tensor 
   undrained shear strength 
    undrained shear strength at an embedment depth h 
  term in definition of hardening modulus 
tr trace operator 
  location of the center of the bubble 
  location of the center of the structure surface  
  location of the center of the reference surface 
  rotation of the plate anchor 
  weight of the clay 
   plastic multiplier 
  strain tensor
 
 
   elastic strain tensor 
   plastic strain tensor 
   damage strain 
  
 
 plastic volumetric strain 
  
 
 plastic shear strain 
    dimensionless deviatoric tensor ( anisotropy of structure) 
   scalar anisotropic structure 
  Lode’s angle 
   slope of swelling ling in ln u: ln p compression plane 
   slope of normal compression line in ln u: ln p compression plane 
n Poisson’s ratio 
  stress tensor 
  stress referred to the centre of the bubble 
  stress referred to the centre of the structure surface 
   conjugate stress 
ѱ stifness interpolation exponent 
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1. Introduction and Objectives 
 
 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 
The design of many engineering structures requires the foundation system to resist pullout 
forces. An economical and simple solution involves using soil anchors. This kind of foundations 
has been widely used for structures such as transmission towers or earth-retaining walls and 
recently has been introduced to off-shore structures. This study has been carried out half 
during the stay of the author in the United Kingdom, specifically in the University of Newcastle, 
and half at the home university, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya BarcelonaTech. 
It was offered to the author the possibility to study the bearing capacity of plate anchors to 
provide with technical support in upcoming designs of offshore farm winds.  The resistance of 
the soil to pullout forces had been studied before with remarkable achievements both 
numerically and experimentally. Nevertheless, all the numerical studies found in literature 
used basic models such as Mohr-Coloumb or Cam-Clay. In this study a more advanced soil 
model has been used to carry out the numerical calculations. The model is a kinematic 
hardening constitutive model with loss of structure (KHSM) developed by Doctor Rouainia 
from Newcastle University and Doctor Muir Wood.  
The structure of a soil refers to the interaction of clay particles and aggregates of particles to 
indicate the combined effects of particle arrangement (fabric) and interparticle bonding 
(forces between particles). Its origins may lie in the deposition of the particles, or it may 
develop with time, and it might be changed by deformation of the clay. Structure does 
enhance the strength of the soil but it also introduces softening to the soil while 
destrcuturation happens. 
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The model was tested with good results on a Swedish clay that had very similar properties to 
those found in the North Sea making its utilization in the current project very appropriated. 
The software used to carry out the study is PLAXIS 2D, a very reliable finite element software 
commonly used by geotechnical professionals. The soil model was programmed and 
introduced to the software through a user defined model option. 
1.2 Paper layout 
 
This paper is organized in three parts. The first one is meant to be an introduction to 
contextualize the work. A quick approach to offshore foundations and particularly to the 
Embedded Plate Anchor system is presented. Next, some review of literature in regard to the 
plate anchor problem is exposed so the reader can rapidly catch up with previous works. 
After this introduction, the kinematic hardening constitutive model with loss of structure is 
presented and the original formulation is derived so the reader can understand the basis of the 
model. A first approach to the implementation of the model on PLAXIS is also reported in this 
part. The simulation of an undrained triaxial test is submitted to check out the correct 
behavior of the model and start displaying the features that the model introduces. 
Finally, in the third part of the paper, results of a numerical analysis on pullout anchors 
capacity are reported. In this part, plates embedded at different depths and placed in different 
orientations are considered and different arrangements of the clay ( structured, non-
structured and clay with constant structure) are used to cover the wide range of possible 
scenarios that can be found in-site. Figures displayed in this paper are withdrawn from the 
outputs of PLAXIS and they are attached to the work to help the reader in the comprehension 
of the study. Also graphs presented here have been elaborated using data from PLAXIS outputs 
and then gathered and displayed as wanted using Excel. 
1.3 Objectives 
 
The major objective of the current paper is to check the validity of the kinematic hardening 
constitutive model with loss of structure used in the current research for a particular 
geotechnical problem: the bearing capacity of plate anchors.  
The first part of the investigation reports the numerical results of a triaxial test under 
undrained conditions. This part aims to better understand the different features that the 
model introduces and see how parameters related to the structure of the clay affects its 
undrained strength.  
The second part of this work is meant to be a reliability test. Is common practice when working 
with finite element software to run these kinds of tests to ensure that the results obtained 
with this method meets the standard accuracy. The coarseness of the mesh is analyzed and 
the size of the soil domain and the boundary conditions are set up to avoid any interference in 
the results. Once the plate anchor problem is set up within the software, the soil model is 
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modified to meet the Cam-Clay behavior, so it could be compared with benchmark solutions 
before running the simulation with the structured clay. 
Eventually, the pullout capacity of plate anchors embedded in structured clay will be analyzed. 
The contribution of  clays’ structure to the ultimate load will be then reported. This is the most 
innovative part of this paper as the plate anchor pullout capacity problem had been studied 
previously but never, so far, in a clay with structure. Furthermore, the behavior of the plate 
anchor embedded at different depths and orientated at different rotations will be also studied 
seeking for differences on its behavior. 
Being able to forecast, or at least bracket, the pullout capacity of plate anchors using a soil 
model that recreates with accuracy the in-situ behavior of some clays would mean a step 
forward in the design of this kind of offshore foundation system. 
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2. Offshore Foundations 
 
 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
The perception that renewable energies should take over traditional sources of power such as 
petrol or nuclear energy is settling down. The awareness that natural resources are running 
out has stimulated the research upon new ways of supplying. Among them, wind energy is 
experiencing a huge expansion specifically in places where the potential power of the blowing 
winds worth the investment. 
New forms to take advantage of the wind power have been developed in the past 10 years. 
The initial onshore farm wind industry has been deviated towards offshore structures seeking 
for better wind conditions. It is interesting to have strong and constant winds, but both factors 
are strictly influenced by the land orography. For this reason, offshore farm winds are gaining 
supporters nowadays. 
 A part from the better winds blowing in the sea, the number of potential locations for this 
industry is bigger than onshore where the land is densely occupied. Furthermore, once set up, 
the installation can be enhanced pretty straight forward creating farm winds that can generate 
up to 1000 MW. 
Nevertheless, although a big future is expected for this industry the offshore farm winds have 
some shortcomings that need to be taken into account. The need to use marine platforms and 
the always difficult construction and maintaining processes in sea water request very big 
investments. Besides, the effect on the environment that causes the invasion of the shore and 
the possible effects on the marine ecosystem are problems that might arise controversy 
among population. 
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The truth is that there are still some technological challenges to overcome. Among them, it is 
necessary to reduce costs in all design stages and in the construction and maintaining tasks. 
Investing in new foundation systems more economic and environmentally friendly is a good 
way to start lowering the final budget. 
Contrarily to the onshore case, offshore foundations have a very wide range of possibilities: 
The most common foundation is named gravity foundation. Is a reinforced concrete structure 
precast in land, and then transported and sunk at the specific location. It is usually used in 
places with depths smaller than 20 meters although for depths beyond 10 meters the costs 
increase considerably.  
Monopiles are used especially as an alternative to gravity foundations when the bearing 
capacity of the soil is not good enough. The cylindrical steel piles of 3 to 3.5 meters of 
diameter are attached to the soil through a drilling process up to 30 meters inside the soil. 
If a deeper placement is necessary, different typologies such as tripod steel foundation or the 
named Jacket foundation, which comes from the gas and oil offshore industry, offer reliable 
options. 
One of the most important advances in offshore foundations is the introduction of suction pile 
anchors. This method reduces the cost of the installation as no drilling is required. The bottom 
of the pile anchor is open whereas the top part is closed. To start off, the anchor is placed in 
the exact location of the seabed and a first penetration due to its self weight is produced. 
Afterwards, a pump is connected to the upper part of the pile and the water is drawn from the 
inside of the anchor. From there, the necessary suction is introduced to the inside to overcome 
the penetrating resistance of the soil. 
The trend in offshore development to deep and ultra-deep water has led to consider floating 
structures designs. These structures incorporate anchoring systems to attach the structure to 
the ground and withstand the significant uplift loads imposed by them. 
 The construction of floating farm winds moored to the ground by plate anchors have been 
investigated and it has been reported that costs would be similar than those for onshore farm 
winds. Besides, its implementation would enhance the potential locations and a better 
flexibility in the construction process.  
Vertically loaded anchors have proven to be a cost-effective and efficient anchoring system to 
moor floating structures to the seabed. However, due to its drag embedment installation and 
the uncertainties in determining the exact embedment depth and location of the anchor have 
limited its application. To overcome this limitation, the Suction Embedded Plate Anchor 
(SEPLA) was conceived. 
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2.2 Suction Embedded Plate Anchors  
 
The Suction Embedded Plate Anchors system, SEPLA, (Dove et al; 1998 and Wilde et al; 2001), 
is the ultimate version in offshore mooring systems. It uses a suction caisson that monitors the 
penetration depth and geographical location and permits embedding a rectangular plate 
anchor to the target depth. 
The SEPLA installation consists of three steps: caisson penetration, caisson retraction and 
anchor rotation (Figure 1). First, the caisson with a plate anchor slotted vertically in its base is 
lowered to the seafloor and penetrated into the soil under its dead weight until the skin 
friction and penetration resistance of the soil equals the caisson’s dead weight. 
Then the vent valve on the top of the caisson is closed and the water trapped inside is pumped 
out. The existing differential pressure at the top drives the caisson to the design depth. The 
plate anchor is released then and the water is pumped back into the caisson, causing the 
caisson to move upward, leaving the plate anchor in place in a vertical orientation. The caisson 
is retracted from the seabed and prepared to be used for the next installation. As the anchor 
chain attached to the plate anchor is tensioned in the design direction it cuts into the soil. At 
the same time the anchor line applies a load to the anchor causing it to rotate. It ultimately 
reaches the target orientation perpendicular to the direction of loading such that the 
maximum capacity of the anchor is mobilized. 
 
Figure 1. SEPLA installation layout; Font: InterMoor S.A 
 
The installation accuracy of SEPLA is a significant improvement over drag embedment, but two 
issues arise. First, the soil in the vicinity of the SEPLA is disturbed because of the caisson 
penetration and anchor rotation and hence the soil strength is reduced in certain regions. The 
second problem is that the keying process give rises to loss of embedment depth. The reduced 
soil strength can be recovered over time by soil reconsolidation, but the loss of embedment 
depth is permanent. The capacity of the SEPLA largely depends on its embedment depth when 
the soil has increasing strength with depth, typical of offshore soil conditions, and the loss of 
embedment depth can cause a loss of capacity. Consequently, it is very important to 
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accurately estimate the loss of embedment depth during the rotation process for upcoming 
designs. 
This work aims to provide technical support for upcoming designs of floating farm winds 
anchored to the soil using Suction Embedded Plate Anchors. Specifically, it will offer technical 
knowledge of the behavior and pullout capacity of plate anchor to resist mooring forces. The 
effect of the rotation process and the reduction of the soil strength during the installation are 
beyond the scope of this work. Nevertheless, this fact has to be considered when defining 
security factors in designs. 
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3. Plate Anchor Literature Review 
 
 
 
 
3.1 Previous numerical research 
 
Over the last 40 years, a number of researchers have proposed approximate techniques to 
estimate the uplift capacity of plate anchors. The majority of the past research has been 
experimentally based and, as a result, current design practice is largely based on empiricism. 
Very few rigorous numerical analyses had been performed to determine the capacity of plate 
anchor. However, with the introduction of more reliable finite element methods software and 
the improvement of numerical techniques, in part due to the reduction of computational 
times, numerical studies have become an important field of investigation for problems 
involving geotechnical issues. 
The early research of theoretical and finite element studies on the capacities of plate anchors 
in clay can be found in Ashbee ( 1969) , Vesic ( 1971), and Gunn (1980). 
Vesic ( 1971) proposed and analytical approach for the pullout capacity of horizontal anchors , 
based on the solutions of Vesic (1965) for the problem of an expanding cavity close to the 
surface of a semi-infinite rigid plastic solid. These solutions give the ultimate radial pressure 
needed to break out a cylindrical or spherical cavity embedded at a depth below the surface of 
a solid. The pullout capacities for strip and circular anchors were then derived by assuming 
that the pullout load was equivalent to the ultimate cylinder or spherical cavity pressure, plus 
the weight of the soil acting directly above the anchor. 
Special attention has to be taken to the works done by Rowe & Davis (1982), especially to 
some terminology and concepts that appear in those texts. This publication has to be seen as a 
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benchmark for numerical studies of plate anchor capacities , since  most of the following 
studies use the same terminology and assumptions than those used in that paper. 
The ultimate pullout capacity is generally expressed as a function of the undrained shear 
strength in the following form: 
                                                                  
  
 
                                                                           (2.1) 
 where Fu is the ultimate force, A is the anchor plane area, su the undrained shear strength and 
Nc is a dimensionless factor which is usually referred as the breakout capacity factor, and can 
be calculated by isolating the previous equation. 
                                                                         
  
   
                                                                           (2.2) 
According to Rowe & Davis (1982) the analysis of the anchor behavior might be divided in two 
distinct categories. These categories are the immediate breakaway or vented condition and 
the no breakaway or attached condition.  In the first situation the plate anchor is separated 
from the soil immediately after applying the pullout force. Therefore, recreates the situation 
where there is no suction or adhesion between the soil and the plate. On the other hand, in 
the attached condition the plate and the soil are fully bonded and the plate remains in contact 
with the clay at all times. In reality, the behavior of the soil will fall somewhere in between this 
two cases, hence this solutions have to be considered only as a lower and upper solution 
respectively. 
Further classification was done considering the observed failure mechanism.An anchor was 
classified as shallow if the observed failure mechanism reached the surface. On the other 
hand, an anchor was classified as deep if the failure mode is characterized by localized shear 
strain around the anchor and is not affected by the location of the soil surface.  Therefore, for 
a given geometry and material properties there is a critical embedment depth at which the 
failure mechanism no longer extends to the soil surface and becomes fully localized around the 
anchor. 
The works done by Rowe & Davis (1982)  were carried  out with an elastic-plastic finite 
element analysis using the soil-structure theory described by Rowe, Booker & Balaam (1978) 
that incorporates soil-structure interaction at the soil-anchor boundary. The effect of the 
overburden pressure, the roughness of the plate or the thickness of this last were also 
considered. 
Although the limit theorems provide a simple and useful way of analyzing the stability of 
geotechnical structures, they had not been widely applied to the problem of anchors in soil. 
Merifield et al., (2001) presented rigorous lower and upper bound solution for the ultimate 
capacity of horizontal and vertical strip anchors in both homogeneous and inhomogeneous 
clay soils. The authors used a finite element formulation of limit analyses based on rigid plastic 
soil response. Upper and lower bound solutions for vented ( immediate breakaway) anchors 
with smooth and rough interfaces in weightless soil were presented and they showed how the 
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effect of soil weight could be allowed by superimposing the soil weight with limiting capacity 
factors given for deeply embedded anchors where breakaway was suppressed. 
The majority of the existing numerical analyses, till then, assumed a condition of plane strain 
and the anchor was analyzed as a continuous strip. According to Merifield et al.(2003), this 
assumption is unlikely to be valid for all the cases as anchors come in various shapes and sizes. 
Although a condition of plane strain is typically assumed for numerical simplicity, a three 
dimensional analysis was carried out by the authors mentioned above to ascertain the effect 
of the anchor shape on the uplift capacity in clay soils. To carry out the study a limit analysis 
method was used following the trend introduced by Merifield et al. (2001) . Estimates of the 
ultimate anchor pull-out load presented were obtained using a new three-dimensional lower 
bound procedure developed by Lyamin (1999). This procedure can be used to obtain a lower 
bound collapse load for three-dimensional geotechnical stability problems. 
Rigorous lower bound solutions for the ultimate capacity of horizontal square, circular and 
rectangle anchors are presented in the paper. As was expected the break-out factor for 
square, circular and rectangular anchors in weightless soil are always greater than those 
obtained for strip anchors at corresponding embedment ratios as using a plane strain is clearly 
over conservative. 
The important effect of anchor inclination has received very little attention by researchers. To 
date, most anchor studies have been concerned only about the vertical or horizontal pullout 
problem. In many instances, anchors are placed at inclined orientations depending on the type 
of application and loading. For that reason Merifield et al. (2005) presented a study whose aim 
was to take full advantage of the ability of recent numerical formulation of the limit theorems 
to bracket the actual collapse load of inclined anchors accurately from above and below. A part 
from the horizontal ( β= 00) and the vertical ( β= 900) cases , the capacity of anchors inclined 
at 22.50, 450 and 67,50 were studied and  results were presented as breakout factors in chart 
form to make it easy when practical problems need to be solved. 
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4. The Kinematic hardening 
constitutive model with loss of 
structure 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
The mechanical behavior of natural clays is significantly affected by their in situ or initial 
structure in the form of cementation or interparticle bonding. Most of the soil models that are 
commonly used don’t consider this property; hence somehow this extra resistance is obviated. 
The formulation presented here includes this behavior. The model is based on another one 
which is already capable of describing the behavior of remoulded material, soil without 
structure. It is the well known Cam-Clay, and the current model tries to add all these extra 
features. The basis of the KHSM model lays on the following concepts: 
 Introduces three surfaces (Figure 2) of the same shape, which have an elliptical half-
section in the (p,q) plane: the bubble surface , the reference surface and the structure 
surface. 
 
 The bubble model is also included in the formulation because it is observed that the 
elastic behavior is smaller than the one Cam-Clay predicts. The kinematic hardening 
bubble is the yield surface separating regions of elastic and plastic response and 
moving with the current stress. It could be made to degenerate to Cam clay by making 
the size of the bubble , equal to that of the outer surface. 
 
 The structure surface acts as a bounding surface and contains information about the 
current magnitude and anisotropy of structure. As plastic straining occurs, the 
structure surface tends to collapse towards the third, reference surface which 
represents the behavior of the reconstituted or completely remoulded soil. 
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 The model is basically a volumetric hardening model , so as plastic volume strains 
occur ,all three surfaces change in size 
 
Figure 2. Reference surface,structure surface and bubble (yield surface) for the KHSM model 
 
 
Although the bubble is formally the boundary of elastically attainable stress, the combination 
of stiffness degradation as the bubble approaches the structure surface and the collapse of the 
structure surface towards the reference surface as structure is destroyed can lead to rather 
rapid drops in stiffness which fits well with experimental observations. 
Next, the reader will be introduced to the kinematic hardening model formulation and the 
yield surfaces, the hardening functions and the plastic modulus will be derived. It should be 
noted that the modeling framework being described here is only applicable to saturated soils, 
and all stress quantities are to be understood as effective stress quantities. 
4.2 Yield surface equations 
 
The same formulation and notation as the original presented by Rouainia & Wood (2000) will 
be used here. The model is developed in general stress space. All tensor quantities are 
denoted by bold-face characters. 
The reference surface, which passes through the stress origin, is used to model the intrinsic 
behavior of the reconstituted soil. Its analytical equation is defined as it follows: 
     
 
   
               
      
           (4.1) 
   is a scalar variable which defines the size of the reference surface. Specifically ,it defines the 
centre of the reference surface. The dimensionless scaling function,   , which affects the 
shape of the reference surface, the bubble and the structure surface in the deviatoric space , is 
defined by: 
       
   
                
            (4.2) 
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where the material parameter m is the ratio between the radii of the sections through the 
surface axisymmetric extension and compression in the deviatory plane. Lode’s angle   is 
related to    and   , the second and third deviatory invariant. M is the critical state stress ratio 
for axisymmetric compression as it was in the original Cam-Clay formulation. Here p and s are 
the mean pressure and the deviatory stress, respectively, given by:                                                                                                               
  
 
 
                                                                              (4.3) 
where I is the second-rank identity tensor and tr(·) is the trace operator of (·).  
The bubble, which encloses the elastic domain, moves within the outer surface following a 
kinematic hardening rule. Its analytical equation is defined as follows: 
 
                                      
 
   
                     
      
                              (4.4) 
In this equation,        
    denotes the location of the centre of the bubble in the stress 
space, and accordingly controls its kinematic hardening rule, which will be derived in the next 
lines. The constant parameter R represents the ratio of the sizes of the elastic bubble and the 
reference yield surface. 
The structure surface, which can be thought of as a bounding surface, controls the process of 
destructuration through its interaction with the bubble, and through this destructuration can 
introduce significant strain-softening effects. The mathematical equation of the structure 
surface is given by: 
              
 
   
                                      
       
                (4.5) 
where    is a dimensionless deviatoric tensor controlling the structure and r is the ratio of the 
sizes of the structure surface and the reference surface. It can be seen from equation (3.5) that 
both the size and the location of the structure surface are dependent on the process of 
destructuration. 
The vector                    defines the center of the structure surface. It can be 
noticed that its position with respect to the centre of the reference surface          
provides the model with an anisotropic initial structure. For the particular case when   =0, a 
case that will be considered afterwards on the project, the structure and reference surface 
both have the center located on the p-axis and they both pass through the stress origin. 
The scalar variable r, which is assumed to be a monotonically decreasing function of the plastic 
strain, represents the progressive degradation of the material, one of the most important 
parameters to recreate the desired behavior of the model. 
The exponential destructuration law that rules this process is written as: 
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                                                    (4.6) 
where    denotes the initial structure and k is a parameter which describes the rate of 
destructuration with strain. As it is explained later, it’s important  to notice that    ,named the 
destructuatrion strain, is only a function of the plastic strain, so destructuration only happens 
when plastic deformation exist. 
The incremental form of equation (3.6) is written as:  
                                                                    
 
       
                                                                (4.7) 
The destructuration strain rate     is defined as a first approximation as follows: 
                                                                         
      
   
   
                                                   (4.8) 
where A is a non-dimensional scaling parameter,   
    
 
 
          
   
is the equivalent plastic 
shear strain rate and   
  
 
 
       
 
 is the plastic volumetric strain rate. The destructuration 
strain rate equation indicates that for A=1 the destructuration is purely distortional whereas 
for A=0 is entirely volumetric. 
4.3 Elastic behavior 
 
Throughout all the formulation attention is restricted to a small deformation regime and a 
rate-independent behavior. Thus, the basic elasto-plastic assumption in these cases is done: 
the strain rate,   , is decomposed into elastic and plastic parts,    and     respectively where the 
superimposed dot denotes differentiation with time. 
                                                                                                                                                      (4.9) 
As in the original Cam-Clay theory the response associated with the elastic part is expressed in 
terms of the bulk and shear moduli, K and G, which are assumed to depend linearly with the 
volumetric stress p: 
                                                                  
 
  
            
       
      
                                               (4.10) 
where   is the slope of the swelling line in a volumetric strain-logarithmic mean stress 
compression plane rather than in a specific volume-logarithmic mean stress compression and 
  is a constant’s Poisson ratio. The corresponding hypoelastic incremental constitutive relation 
is given by: 
                                                                                                                                                      (4.11) 
where    is the tensor of elastic modulli, being in general a function of K and G , and the 
colons denote the inner product. From equation 3.11 is easy to notice that as it was assumed 
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the elastic properties are not affected by the destructuration of the soil and all the damage 
caused on the soil only affects the plastic formulation. It is also assumed here that the elastic 
behavior is isotropic. 
4.4 Plastic behavior: Hardening functions and plastic modulus 
 
 The inelastic behavior can be treated within the framework of plasticity theory, with the usual 
ingredients such as a yield surface, which bounds the region of elastically accessible stress 
states, a flow rule defining the mechanism of plastic deformation and hardening functions 
defining the magnitude of plastic strains. Particularly, in this model the formulation is 
concerned with the interaction between the bubble and the structure surface. Any stress path 
which moves beyond the initial boundary of the bubble causes the bubble to be carried along 
with the stress increment until it is eventually in contact with the structure surface. 
 
The following assumptions were done by Rouainia & Wood (2000): 
 It is assumed, following Cam-Clay tradition, a volumetric hardening rule: all three 
surfaces change in size whenever any plastic volumetric strain occurs. 
 If a stress increment requires movement of the bubble relative to the structure 
surface, a simple geometric kinematic hardening rule is invoked to describe this 
movement. 
 A hardening modulus is defined in such a way that Cam-clay-like behavior is recovered 
for the special case of the bubble yield surface touching the structure surface at the 
current stress state ( though behavior will only be identical to Cam clay if there is no 
structure, r=1). 
 If plastic strain occur when the bubble is not in contact with the structure surface at 
the current stress state, the plastic stiffness is expected to be higher and is made to 
depend on some geometric measure of the distance between the bubble and the 
structure surface so that stiffness falls steadily as the two surfaces approach in 
monotonic loading. 
As said and in line with the Cam-Clay model, a volumetric hardening rule is adopted where the 
change in size of the reference surface,  , is controlled only by the plastic volumetric strain 
rate,   
  , given by: 
                                                                         
   
  
 
  
  
       
                                                                  (4.12) 
The evolution of the plastic strain     can therefore be expressed as: 
                                                                                                                                                      (4.13) 
where the plastic multiplier    and   must satisfy the discrete Kuhn-Tucker conditions  
                   .The vector   denotes the normalized stress gradient on the 
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bubble at the current stress state, and               is a unit vector.  It also may be shown 
(Rouainia & Muir Wood, 2000) that, 
                                                                      
 
 
       
 
  
                                                      (4.14) 
The plastic scalar moduli H and    are functions of state associated with      and    , 
respectively.     is the conjugate stress tensor, defined as the point on the structure surface F 
having the same outward normal as the current stress point   on the bubble surface     , as 
shown in Figure 4. Thus, it can be obtained: 
                                                                           
    
  
 
    
 
                                                              (4.15) 
 
Figure 3. Schematic representation of the kinematical hardening translation rule. 
 
The transition rule of the bubble,  , must be formulated in a manner that ensures a smooth 
transition between the bubble and the structure surface. This can be achieved by requiring the 
centre of the bubble to translate relative to the centre of the structure surface in a direction 
parallel to the line joining the current stress and the conjugate point. The equation contains 
three variable terms necessary to specify the translation of the centre of the bubble. They 
represent: 
 The shift of the centre of the structure surface 
 The scaling of the change in the values of r and    
 The translation along the line joining common normal 
The plastic modulus H is assumed to depend on the Euclidean distance between the current 
stress and the conjugate stress. The value of H is equal to the plastic modulus    at the 
conjugate point when the bubble and the structure surface are in contact at the current stress. 
The hardening modulus at conjugate stress is derived from the consistency condition on the 
structured yield surface for the case where the bubble and the structure surface are in contact. 
After some mathematical operations involving the introduction of previous equations and 
some algebraic manipulation the plastic modulus   is obtained (4.16): 
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where the quantity T is given by 
                      
   
 
             
   
 
   
                
   
           (4.17) 
It can be observed from the equation that the conjugate hardening modulus reduces to the 
hardening modulus on the structure surface when the two surfaces are in contact. For 
reconstituted soils, when the parameters   and    are equal to 1 and 0 , respectively, the 
hardening modulus of the Cam Clay model is recovered. 
As mentioned above, the variation of the hardening modulus within the structure surface is 
described by an interpolation rule along the distance b, which connects the current stress state 
on the yield surface with its conjugate point on the structure surface. Hence, the hardening 
modulus can be expressed by, 
                                                                        
 
    
   
 
        
 
 
    
 
 
                                   (4.18) 
where, 
  ,  is a parameter which controls the rate of decay of stiffness with strain 
B,  is a parameter which controls the magnitude of the contribution of the 
interpolation term in H 
b, is the distance between current stress   and    as can be seen in Figure 4 
            is the maximum value of b. It is obtained when the bubble is touching the 
structure surface at a point diametrically opposite to the conjugate stress 
point. 
                                                                                                                                             (4.19) 
                                                                              
 
 
                                              (4.20) 
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5. Numerical Implementation: 
Exploring the model 
 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
The model derived above is introduced to the finite-element software PLAXIS 2D using a user 
defined model option. KHSM was implemented using an explicit stress integration scheme 
with automatic error control following Zhao et al.,(2005) and Sloan et al.(2001). The basis and 
nature of this scheme is nevertheless beyond the scope of this work. 
In this section, the model will be explored to probe that its behavior follows the concepts 
derived from theory and to understand with more detail how it works. The different features 
of the model are assessed and a parameter analysis is carried out to understand the affection 
of each one to the final results. 
A numerical undrained triaxial test is carried out to this purpose, as it will be useful further on 
the project to work out the undrained shear strength of the soil needed to sort out the pullout 
capacity of the anchor. 
PLAXIS 2D has a facility that allows the user to run different well-known laboratory test such as 
the triaxial test or the edometric test. However, this option is not allowed for a user-defined 
model. Therefore, a recreation of a triaxial test needs to be recreated using the tools the 
software offers. 
To start off, an axisymmetric model option is selected as normally cylindrical samples are used 
in these kinds of tests. Moreover, the loading scheme is uniform around the axis and the 
deformation and stress state are assumed to be identical in any radial direction. Note that for 
all the plots shown in this section the x-coordinate represents the radius and the y-coordinate 
correspond to the axial line of symmetry. 
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Table 1. Soil Parameter for Norrköping clay 
 
Material constants Value 
Slope of swelling line     0.0297 
Poissons’s ratio   n 0.22 
Slope of normal compression line     0.252 
Critical state stress ratio  M 1.35 
Ratio of extension an compression strengths  m 0.85 
Ratio of size of bubble and reference surface  R 0.145 
Stiffness interpolation parameter  B 1.980 
Stiffness interpolation exponent   1.547 
Destructurationparameter  k 4.16 
Destructuration strain parameter  A 0.494 
Initial degree of structure     1.75 
Anisotropy of initial structure    0 
Angle of Friction  30
0 
 
A sample of soil of 1 by 1 meters is created in PLAXIS 2D, Figure 5, and the model properties 
are introduced to the soil. Table 1 gathers the parameters used in the project which 
correspond to a Norrköping clay, an inorganic clay of low sensitivity from southern Sweden. 
The model was specifically tested and the parameters were calibrated by Roauinia & Wood 
(2000), to fit a series of test results reported by Westberg (1995) . 
5.2 Setting up the triaxial test model 
 
A coarse mesh is selected as the uniformity of the stresses expected in the test didn’t require 
finer meshes. Nevertheless, a 15-node triangle element is used instead of the 6-node one 
because it produces very high quality stress results for difficult problems although it requires 
more memory consumption and a relatively slower calculation performance. This last choice is 
common practice when working with PLAXIS 2D.  
In conventional triaxial test, there are two very distinctive phases: the isotropic consolidation 
and the deviatory phase. As an undrained triaxial test is performed, this option is selected 
from the material property table in PLAXIS inputs. 
For the isotropic consolidation phase, equal distributed loads in both the x-coordinate and y-
coordinate boundaries of the soil are applied. The deviatory part was recreated maintaining 
the forces applied and adding a vertical displacement on the top of the sample to make the 
soil collapse. An imposed displacement was selected instead of another distributed load 
because it reduces the computational time needed to solve the problem.  
Weightless soil is considered to ensure the homogeneity of the results all along the sample and 
avoid difference in stresses due to the effect of the overburden pressure. Nonetheless, this has 
to be treated carefully as the original implementation of the soil model might face some issues 
running weightless soil cases. 
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Figure 4. Triaxial Test Plaxis Model and Mesh Web 
 
The model, as it is implemented in PLAXIS 2D, consider the initial stress state as the one 
computed by the software in the Initial Phase, which only considers the weight of the soil. 
Furthermore, the center of the bubble is forced to start by convention from the initial stress 
state. The initial stresses are 0 in a weightless test. Hence,    is also 0 and the program finds it 
difficult to start iterating. To avoid this problem the code containing the model was changed 
for those cases where laboratory conditions were to be met and the initial stresses were 
introduced as inputs. From there on, one could change them whenever it is needed as it 
happens with the rest of parameters. 
The complexity of this particular soil model, makes the iteration process rough and sometimes 
leads to an apparently non-convergence. To solve that, the iterative procedure settings are 
changed in Calculation PLAXIS windows .Values of the tolerated error are reduced to 0.001 
instead of the 0.01 which are set up by default. This increases the computational time but the 
accuracy is improved. Furthermore, the desired minimum load steps is reduced to 2 and the 
maximum is kept in its default value,15. This generates a smoother load-displacement curve 
reducing the steps and avoiding problems of non-convergence. 
5.3 Undrained Triaxial Test Results 
 
The test was carried out introducing a 200 kN/m isotropic distributed load to   a weightless 
normally consolodidated clay for the first stage and a displacement of 0.5 m for the deviator 
phase.  
As it is observed in Figure 5, the presence of structure on the soil increases the peak shear 
strength of the soil. It is also observed the effect of the loss of structure and the recovery of  
Cam-Clay-like behavior when all the structure has been lost and the sample has become a 
remoulded soil.  
It is important to notice that although a normally consolidated soil is considered, the 
undrained shear strength for structured clay is related with the peak stress instead of the 
ultimate stress.  
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Figure 5. Comparison of KHSM and Cam-Clay 
 
The stress path followed by the KHSM also seems to perform in agreement with the theory. It 
follows a sharper path than Cam-Clay but as the stress state approaches the critical state line 
the curve is deflected and it joins the Cam-Clay-like path before failing. The stress path is in 
this case not as smooth as when working with a Cam-Clay model because one has to 
remember that a volumetric hardening but also kinematic hardening are involved. 
 
Figure 6. Stress path comparison between Cam-Clay and KHSM 
 
A slight modification has been done upon the initial anisotropy parameter defined by Rouainia 
& Muir Wood (2000). Unexpected results were encountered running the first tests and was 
found that this parameter was causing these problems. For this reason, no anisotropy upon 
the structure will be considered from now onwards. This change will slightly reduce the peak 
strength value although results will be very similar. This can be corrected by increasing the 
value of the initial structure.  
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Figure 7. KHSM performance in an Undrained Triaxial Test 
 
The first consequence of this change can be seen in Figure 7. The centers of the structure 
surface and the reference surface are aligned and fall upon the p’-axis. Hence, there is no 
initial anisotropy on the structure. The center of the initial bubble is located at the initial stress 
state as it is imposed by convention. Only the initial reference surface is represented because 
the final reference surface and the final structure surface coincide as all the structure is lost at 
the end of the test. It can be observed how the structure surface collapses towards the 
reference surface that increases its size due to the volumetric hardening rule. The final stress 
state also meets the expected behavior. It is in contact both with the final bubble surface and 
the final structure surface. The stress path is the same displayed in Figure 6 although it could 
seem to be different due to the different scaling of the plot. 
5.4 Structure parameters analysis 
 
 In order to improve the understanding of the model, the effects of changes upon the 
parameters affecting the structure are analyzed. This will provide the reader with more 
knowledge about the affection of each parameter to the general behavior and a more detailed 
understanding. 
The structure of the clay is controlled  by three parameters: the initial structure , the ratio of 
destructuration and the destructuration strain parameter , A. The first two parameters are 
directly affecting the destructuration law and the last one, A, is weighting the contribution of  
shear plastic strains to the destructuration strain ,which is also involved in the first equation. 
                                                                
 
       
                                                                    (5.1) 
                                                                        
      
   
   
                                                    (5.2) 
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It can be seen from Figure 8 that for higher values of the initial structure the strength of the 
clay also increases. For the particular case of    being 1 the model is transformed, as   =0 is 
considered, to the original Cam-Clay. In this case there is no softening on the clay and the peak 
strength match with the ultimate strength. 
In regard to the rate of destructuration , it is observed that for higher values of k the structure 
is lost for lower strains. It also affects the peak strength, reducing its value, but with less 
intensity than that done by increasing the initial structure. The k=0 case, reproduces a soil with 
constant structure. As there is no loss of structure high strengths can be reached and softening 
is non-existent. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.  Influence of the structure parameters and sensibility to changes 
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Lastly, the destructuration strain parameter, A , is analyzed. The results show that volumetric 
plastic strains are almost negligible since for A=0, that is for a destructuration strain controlled 
only by volumetric strains, the soil behaves as if there was no loss of structure on the soil and 
the structure was constant.  To explain this, one has to realize that an undrained condition is 
considered. As it happens with all undrained processes, the derivative of the volumetric total 
strain is 0. Therefore, the volumetric plastic and elastic components are equal but with 
opposite sign. In general the elastic strains are very small, hence the plastic volumetric strains 
are also small for undrained  conditions. 
                                                  
     
       
      
 
                                                   (5.3) 
Nevertheless, it is observed that as the strain values are in general small, the change on this 
parameter affects very little to the final result. 
 
5.5 Conclusions 
 
In this section a first approach to the KHSM model and its implementation on PLAXIS has been 
reported. The model seems to work according to the original formulation and results obtained 
after the simulation of a  triaxial test under undrained conditions match with what it was 
expected. Before summarizing the key information that can be withdrawn from this first 
contact with the model some considerations regarding the implementation of the model on 
PLAXIS are presented: 
 A few shortcomings have been observed in the implementation of KHSM model on 
PLAXIS, especially for cases simulating laboratory tests. Parameter    is calculated 
from the initial stress state, it is not an input. When working with weightless soils this 
has become a problem. The initial     is 0 and hence the reference surface fades away. 
So does the structure surface, as its radius is r times   . This caused unexpected low 
undrained strength and problems of convergence. This issue was mended by 
modifying the source code. An option to input the initial stresses like any other 
parameter on the model options menu was introduced. In this way, the isotropic 
consolidation stress state can be introduced in the soil before PLAXIS starts carrying 
out the triaxial test. 
 The anisotropy of the structure introduced in the original formulation is not 
considered in the current work. It was decided not to use this property as some issues 
aroused when using it.  
The outputs obtained from PLAXIS and a later analysis of the structure parameters involving 
the KHSM have given a lot of information to better understand the behavior of the model. The 
main important points are gathered next:  
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 Results of triaxial test shows that undrianed shear strength in structured clays is 
related to the peak strength rather than the ultimate strength due to the softening 
caused by the loss of structure. 
 The stress path in a triaxial test under undrained conditions using the KHSM reflects 
the complexity of the formulation. Stresses are both affected by volumetric and 
kinematic hardening creating a trajectory less smooth and regular than that observed 
in Cam-Clay. 
 The model behaves as it was expected and the clay recover the “Cam-Clay”-like 
behavior before collapsing, when all the structure is lost. 
 Analysis upon structure parameters of the model show that by increasing the initial 
structure,   , the undrained shear strength also increases. It is also observed that by 
increasing the ratio of destructuration, k, the structure is lost faster and the Cam-Clay-
like behavior is recovered for smaller deformation. Finally, the destructuration strain 
parameter A analysis shows that weighting the contribution of volumetric plastic 
strains to destructuration leads to a clay that almost does not lose its structure since 
under undrained conditions, by nature, the volumetric strains are usually very small. 
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6.Plate anchor pullout capacity 
analysis 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
This section aims to work out the pullout capacity of horizontal plate anchors to use as a 
reference for future offshore structures designs involving Suction Embedded Plate Anchors 
embedded in structured clays.  
An important number of studies on the pullout capacity in non-structured clays has been 
carried out so far both for numerical analysis and experimental tests whereas studies in 
structured clays for this particular problem are inexistent or unknown. 
The kinematic hardening model with loss of structure (KHSM) presented previously on this 
paper will be used for that purpose and the finite element software PLAXIS will be used to 
carry out the calculations. 
Taking advantage of the existing possibility to reduce the KHSM model to Cam-Clay, a previous 
study on non-structured clay has been done. The idea is to compare the solutions obtained in 
the current FE study with those found in literature to check the reliability of the current work. 
Later, the same will be done considering structured clay and hence using the whole potential 
of the model. 
Attention will be paid to the failure mechanisms presented and different parameters of the soil 
model, such as the structure, will be monitored. 
 Strip anchors are considered for the current study although in general Suction Embedded 
Plate Anchors are rectangular or circular and hence the shape effects won’t be taken into 
account. Strip anchors are plates with an infinite length in comparison with its width and its 
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calculation is less complicated. Considering square or rectangular anchors would have involved 
working with more advanced Finite Elements software supporting 3D modeling which is 
beyond the possibilities of this study. 
Lastly, as this study pretends to be a benchmark for future SEPLA’s anchor designs, a study of 
the effect on the change of orientation will be also conducted. It was considered important to 
study the performance of these plates in different inclination as SEPLA usually deals with these 
situations. 
6.2 Uplift strip plate anchor theory 
 
The ultimate pullout capacity of a plate anchor in undrained clay is generally expressed as a 
function of the undrained shear strength in the form: 
      
  
  
                                                                  (6.1) 
where A is the anchor plane area ,    is the undrained shear strength of the clay and     is  a 
dimensionless factor named pullout capacity factor.  Isolating this factor from the previous 
equation one can see how   is calculated: 
    
 
    
                                                                  (6.2) 
Since Rowe & Davis (1982), the analysis of anchor behavior may be divided into two distinct 
categories named “immediately breakaway” or vented ,and “no breakaway” or attached. This, 
avoids working with the real interaction between the anchor and the soil which is very difficult 
to predict and brackets the real solution with upper and lower values as the real interface will 
fall somewhere in between this two. 
 In the first situation, vented base case, the plate anchor is separated from the soil 
immediately after applying the pullout force. Therefore, recreates the situation where there is 
no suction or adhesion between the soil and the plate. On the other hand, in the attached 
condition the plate and the soil are fully bonded and the plate remains in contact with the clay 
at all times. Normally the immediate breakaway condition is used for design purposes because 
it is more conservative when compared with the attached condition. 
It is also assumed and lately proved that the pullout capacity factor is a function of both the 
shear strength and the clay unit weight. Both contribute independently to the final value and 
hence they may be superimposed: 
                                                                     
  
   
    
                                                            (6.3) 
where     represents the pullout capacity factor in a weightless clay,       is the  shear 
strength at an h depth and   
  is the capacity factor for and anchor which is fully bonded ( no 
breakaway condition).This situation would arise if the interface could sustain tension due to 
suction or adhesion ( attached condition) or if the initial stresses are sufficiently large to 
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ensure that the stresses behind the anchor were compressive for all anchor loads up to and 
including the failure load. Thus, even vented anchors could behave as a fully bonded one if the 
enough overburden pressure is provided. 
For all the other cases, the breakaway will occur when the compressive stresses behind the 
anchor are reduced to zero. The pullout capacity factor will fall then somewhere in between 
the      and the   
  value and will be controlled by the dimensionless overburden pressure 
factor. 
In attached cases the failure mechanism is associated with plastic flow that extends from front 
to back of the anchor. In shallow depths this flow is affected by the proximity of the soil 
surface. However, it exists a critical depth where the mechanism no longer extends to the soil 
surface and the plastic flow is only concentrated around the plate.  
In vented conditions, anchors may be also classified as well in shallow or deep depending on 
the nature of the anchor response. A deep anchor is not appreciably affected by the proximity 
of the soil surface, Figure9, as the increase of the overburden pressure will develop an 
attached failure mechanism. In contrast the mechanism of shallow vented anchors are 
associated with the development of a limited shear zone near the edge of the anchor and an 
almost rigid upward movement of a block of soil directly above the anchor. 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Vented Shallow and deep behavior (Merifield et al., 2003) 
 
 It has also been reported that parameters such as the anchor thickness , the roughness of the 
plate the inclination of the anchor or the non-homogeneity of the clay could modify the values 
of pullout capacities factors.  
Although analysis on how these parameters affect final capacities have been carried out and a 
similar trend has been found , there is no general unified theory covering this aspect. 
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6.3 Setting up the model 
 
Figure 10 shows a general layout of the anchor pullout capacity problem considered in this 
project. As the idea is to provide pullout capacities for future designs of plate anchors located  
offshore, the level of the sea, H, is taken into account. 
 Nevertheless, the height of sea level is a changeable variable and may vary with place and 
time. In order to work with the most general situation throughout all this study only effective 
stresses will be considered. By doing this, H , turns out to be irrelevant and only the 
embeddement depth , h, affects the initial effective stresses. The strip anchor width  is defined 
as B and values from embeddment ratios , h/B, from one to ten are studied. 
 
Figure 10. General layout of the anchor pullout capacity problem 
 
                                                                                                                                              (6.4) 
                                                                 
                 (6.5) 
                                                                                
 
     
                                                    (6.6) 
 
Equations derived above shows the unique dependency of the embedment depth on the initial 
effective stresses, apart from the soil properties. Both the non-structured and structured soil 
considered in this text have a weight of       =20 kN/m
3 that added to   =10 kN/m
3 leads to an 
effective weight of   =10 kN/m3 .The present analysis is conducted by the finite element 
software PLAXIS 2D.  
All the calculations are based on 15-noded triangular elements in a plane-strain model. The soil 
domain is defined horizontally and vertically as 50 by 40 meters, respectively, to ensure that 
there is no influence of the borders to the plate behavior. 
Calculations for a larger domain indicated that extending the boundaries farther from the plate 
anchor does not influence the calculated final pullout force. 
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Figure 11. General lay-out of PLAXIS input program 
 
A full fixity is applied at the base of the soil domain and roller conditions at its vertical sides. 
The plate anchor was defined to have a very high stiffness and ensure its perfect rigidity. An 
interface is introduced beneath the plate and in between the soil and the plate to simulate the 
vented and attached interaction between soil-anchor. 
Since is required to work with effective stresses,    is inputted in the general soil properties 
menu. Therefore, is important to set the phreatic level at the bottom of the clay strata to avoid 
considering the effect of the water pressure twice, Figure 9. 
Table 2 gathers the remaining parameters for both the structured and non-structured clay. 
 
 
Table 2. Soil parameters both for the structured and non-structured clay 
 
Material constants Structured Clay Non-Structured Clay 
Slope of swelling line     0.0297 0.0297 
Poissons’s ratio   n 0.22 0.22 
Slope of normal compression line     0.252 0.252 
Critical state stress ratio  M 1.35 1.35 
Ratio of extension an compression strengths  m 0.85 0.85 
Ratio of size of bubble and reference surface  R 0.145 1 
Stiffness interpolation parameter  B 1.980 1.980 
Stiffness interpolation exponent   1.547 1.547 
Destructuration parameter  k 4.16 4.16 
Destructuration strain parameter  A 0.494 0.494 
Initial degree of structure     1.75 1 
Anisotropy of initial structure    0 0 
Angle of Friction  30
0 
30
0 
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6.4 Mesh Coarseness 
 
Again, a previous analysis on the mesh needs to be done. The final mesh needs to balance 
both accuracy and a reasonable computational time. Pulling up the anchor will affect specially 
the stresses and strains surrounding the plate whereas farther points won’t be affected 
whatsoever.  
For that reason a cluster has created around the anchor and an option to refine the cluster has 
been applied to enhance the accuracy of that area. A very fine mesh far from the plate would 
have only added more time to the calculation and the results would not have been more 
accurate. 
Nevertheless, a big difference on the mesh refinement between the inside and the outside of 
the cluster should be avoided. Problems of convergence have been reported when the 
software faces big changes on the mesh refinement. 
 
 
Figure 12. Solution convergence for increasing number of nodes 
 
It is extracted from figure 10 that from 2000 nodes onwards the solution changes slightly and 
only the first mesh arrangements offer very rough results. In the current FE analysis a fine 
general coarseness option was selected and the cluster was refined only once to avoid big 
differences within the mesh. 
 This arrangement, Figure 13, involve the generation of 6421 node points which will ensure a 
very good accuracy and a reasonable computational time.  
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Figure 13. Mesh detail used 
 
6.5 Simulating attached and vented conditions 
 
To simulate the interaction between the soil and a structure , in this case the plate anchor, 
PLAXIS uses interface elements. Without any interface the structure and the soil are tied 
together: no relative displacement (slipping/gapping) is possible between the structure and 
the soil. Thus, attached condition will be recreated by not placing any interface between soil 
and plate. 
 
Figure 14. Plaxis interface soil-plate lay-out, PLAXIS Manuals 
 
By using an interface, node pairs are created at the interface of structure and soil, one 
belonging to the soil and the other to the plate. The interaction between these nodes consists 
of two elastic-perfectly plastic springs. The first one models the gap displacement and the 
second the slipping displacement. 
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Within the soil models implemented in PLAXIS by default, the level at which slipping occurs is 
directly controlled by the strength properties and the      value of the relevant material set. 
Changing the      influences both the stiffness and the strength properties of the interface. 
When using very low values for      the interface stiffness may become so low (it has a 
quadratic dependency on     ) that it results in gapping or overlapping between the soil and 
the structure. 
Gapping is also possible between the structure and the soil when the tension cut-off is 
activated, meaning that no tension is allowed in the interface. 
Therefore, the vented condition could be simulated in default soil models by either inputting a 
very low value of       or activating the tension cut-off option from the material properties 
menu. 
However, in a user-defined model this option is not available. Instead, a menu with the 
stiffness, cohesion and friction angle (among others) is directly displayed to the user. Following 
the same idea, a very low value is inputted to the interface stiffness. Also, very low values are 
inputted to the cohesion and friction angle to simulate a smooth anchor-clay interface.  In 
reality the anchor roughness is not smooth at all; there is always some friction between both 
surfaces. However, this option was selected to provide a conservative solution to the pullout 
anchor capacity. 
In Figure 15 it is observed the gap created with this arrangement, and the validity of the 
vented interface simulation. 
 
Figure 15.  Gap detail in a vented base anchor 
6.6 Failure Criteria 
 
Figure 16 shows the response of the pullout anchor force plotted against its displacement for a 
deep, vented and attached, plate anchor in both non-structured and structured clay. As it is 
observed for the cases with vented interface the pullout capacity is still not reached for a 
displacement up to 0,8 m. According to Yu et al. (2007) the plate won’t reach the limit value till 
the failure mechanism reaches the clay surface. For this deeply embedded anchors, the 
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deformation due to plastic flow before failure is so great that, for practical purposes, failure 
would be deemed to have occurred at a load well before the collapse load. 
 
Figure 16. Pullout Force-displacement for deep embedded anchors 
 
For this reason Rowe & Davis(1982) defined the failure load as the load that would give rise to 
a displacement four times that predicted by an elastic analysis. The adoption of a multiple of 4 
in conjunction with a typical factor of safety of 2.5-3 will generally ensure that the working 
load is close to the linear range and hence the displacement may be estimated from elastic 
solutions which are always more conservative. 
In the current work failure is considered to happen in vented conditions at a displacement of 
0,4m. This is close to the Rowe & Davis (1982) criteria and matches with the observed failure 
displacement for an attached interface case. 
However, in real offshore problems vented situation is seldom observed.  For most deeply 
embedded anchors in offshore engineering, the surcharge due to clay weight is quite large 
compared with the shear strength. This always ensures a fully localized clay flow mechanism 
and attached conditions between anchor and clay, Song et al. (2008). 
6.7 Calculation Process 
 
A one meter upward displacement is imposed to the plate anchor to ensure that the failure 
mechanism is entirely formed. To avoid problems within the iteration process, this 
displacement is split up in 10 stages, each of 0,1 meter. Imposing such a big displacement all in 
one step would have lead to non-convergence problems as the load steps involved in the 
calculations would have been too large. It is important to bear in mind that the soil model is 
complex and the mesh has been refined to meet accuracy objectives. Therefore, the default 
iteration procedure settings have been swapped to manual control to enhance the calculation 
pace. The tolerance has been kept the same value as by default, 0.01, but the desired 
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minimum iterations has been reduced to 2, to increase the number of steps and ensure a 
smoother load-displacement curve. 
6.8 Undrained Shear Strength 
 
Before starting with the FE calculation the clay undrained shear strength profile needs to be 
obtained since it will be necessary to compute the pullout capacity factor. 
PLAXIS has by default an option named Soil Test that allows the user to carry out lab tests such 
as the triaxial test and then work out for example the undrained shear strength. Unfortunately, 
this option is not possible when dealing with user-defined models like the KHSM implemented 
in this work for structured clays. 
For this reason, a triaxial test model was set up as mentioned previously in the paper. The 
initial stress state is for each depth defined by the weight of the soil         for the vertical 
stress and        
   for the horizontal stresses, where    is calculated using Jacky’s 
equation for normally consolidated soils: 
                                                                                                                                                (6.7) 
In the current work since the angle of friction is 300 the value of   is 0,5.  
As explained before the undrained shear strength is related to the peak deviator stress for 
structured clays whereas in non-structured normally consolidated soils this peak value 
coincides also with the ultimate stress. Thus, this was taken into account when working out 
the Su profile. 
 
Figure 17. Undrained Shear Strength 
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It is observed in Figure 17 that in both cases the strength increases linearly with depth. This 
match with the expected behavior for non-structured clays but it was unsure what would 
happen when dealing with a structured clay. The larger strength values for a structured clay 
are reasonable as the extra strength given by the bounding of the soil is here considered. 
Assuming that the clay is normally consolidated is a realistic assumption as in offshore 
applications marine deposits are normally consolidated or lightly over consolidated. In general 
shallow depths of the soil strata have apparently higher strength because non-saturated soil is 
found. However, as the current work deals with offshore foundations it is obvious that soil is 
completely saturated throughout all its extension. For this reason the lineal theoretical 
undrained shear strength profile is assumed to fulfill the real on-site behavior. 
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7.Uplift pullout capacity of non-
structured clay 
 
 
7.1 Introduction 
 
The pullout capacity     for non-structured clays has been computed using PLAXIS 2D for 
embedment ratios from 1 up to 10 which covers a totality of 20 meters depth. Both the vented 
and attached cases have been considered and special attention has been taken to distinguish 
shallow and deep embedded anchors as important differences are observed on the failure 
mechanisms. 
7.2 Soil failure mechanism developed 
 
Both the attached and vented cases show, as observed in Figure 18, mechanisms of failure that 
extend to the soil surface. However, some differences are observed between these two cases. 
In the vented case a shear plane can be seen extending from the edge of the plate and 
becoming wider as it gets close to the surface. Below the plate, the soils seems to be 
unaffected by the pullout forces as no tension is allowed in the interface. Nevertheless, an 
attached mechanism could have been developed if the over burden pressure had been high 
enough to ensure that no tension occurs in the interface 
On the other hand, the attached mechanism indicates that also a localized plastic zone is 
formed behind the anchor. In terms of the failure mechanism the higher pullout forces 
required to break the soil are associated to the larger planes of failure created in attached 
conditions. 
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Figure 18. Vented (Top) and Attached (Bottom) displacement flow for a shallow plate anchor 
 
 
 
Figure 19. Vented (Top) and Attached (Bottom) displacement flow for a deep plate anchor 
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When a deep embedment depth is considered (Figure 19 shows a plate anchor embedded at a 
ratio h/B=4) the mechanism generally does not extend to the surface. This is very clear in the 
attached condition. Shear failure plans are formed around the anchor enclosing it. Two 
triangular blocks are created immediately over and below the plate anchor where vertical 
displacements are larger. From both edges of the plate circular plastic flow is also created 
making the soil rotate clockwise on the right side and the other way around on the left. A slight 
variation can be seen from more conceptual mechanisms as the one displayed in Figure 9. 
Notice that displacements are in general higher in the upper part of the plate. Thus, the 
mechanism extends to a larger soil area in the upper side than below the plate.  This is 
reasonable to happen as in the current work a non-homogeneous soil is considered. The 
undrained shear strength increases with depth and that explains these differences on the 
amount of displacement. 
For what the vented deep case concerns, embedding the anchor in deeper position just 
increases the width of the bell created on the top of the anchor. Notice that a truncated failure 
criterion has been used for the vented condition as the ultimate collapse load wouldn’t be 
reached until the failure mechanism had reached the surface. By then, the plastic flow near 
the plate would have been that big that for practical purposes collapse is considered to happen 
for a load below the ultimate load. In Figure 19 it is observed that although the plate pullout is 
starting to affect the soil near the surface the mechanism is still not created. 
 
7.3 Pullout capacity factors in non-structured clay 
 
The pullout capacity factor    is displayed in Figure 20 both for the vented and the attached 
cases. Also, numerical solutions previously found in literature are plot for comparison 
purposes. The current finite element attached solution matches very well with the Yu. et 
al.(2011) solution  as similar characteristics were considered when running the analysis: both 
consider inhomogeneous clays with weight. The Rowe & Davis attached solution , which 
considers weightless homogeneous clays, agrees well with these last two results for deep 
anchors but the solution diverts from them for shallow locations of the anchor. This shows that 
the soil non-homogeneity has a positive effect on the ultimate pullout capacity factor as was 
found by Yu et al. ( 2011).  
In attached conditions clay on both sides of the anchor contribute to the anchor pullout 
capacity. Whether the effect of the non-homogeneity of the clay has a positive effect depends 
on which part of the clay (over or under the anchor embedment depth) contributes more to 
the pullout capacity. On a shallow embedded plate , Figure18, the total length of the clay 
failure plans below the anchor embedment depth is longer than that over the anchor 
embedment depth. Hence, for this case, the clay non-homogeneity has a positive effect on the 
ultimate capacity factor. 
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Figure 20. Pullout Capacities for a non-structured soil 
 
The value of the maximum pullout capacity in attached conditions               is very 
close to the one obtained numerically by David&Rowe (1982),             ,and also very 
similar to the solution provided by Yu et al. (2011) ,      =11,59. The differences are due to 
the different meshes used in each case. In the current analysis the mesh is refined near the 
plate and that should mean a more accurate solution. 
The evolution of the failure mechanism for attached condition was further analysed. As it is 
seen in figure 20 the pullout capacity in attached condition remains almost constant. Merifield 
et al.( 2003) , and Rowe & Davis (1892) claimed that  there is an embedment depth, which 
Rowe & Davis (1892) named critical embedment depth, where the soil failure no longer 
extends to the soil surface; Only localized plastic flow is created around the plate anchor. 
 This critical depth was especially important in Rowe & Davis (1892) works as a constant 
undrained shear strength was considered. In that case, this means that embedding the anchor 
beyond the critical depth would not lead to higher capacities making useless to attach the 
anchor beyond that point as the extra cost would not pay off.  
However , in this study although the pullout capacity in attached conditions remains constant 
as the undrained shear strength increases with depth also higher pullout forces would be 
needed  for deeper points to make the soil fail.  In Figure21 it is observed the change in the 
mechanism of failure with increasing embedment ratios. It is seen that the failure plain 
becomes localized from h/B=3 onwards. 
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a) 
 
b) 
 
c) 
 
d) 
 
Figure 21. Failure mechanisms for attached bases; a) h/B=1 b) h/B=2 c) h/B=3 d) h/B=8 
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For what the vented solution concerns, the solution is slightly different to any of the solutions 
plotted in Figure 20. To understand this differences one has to remind that a truncated failure 
criteria is considered in the current analysis as proposed by Rowe &Davis (1982) and explained 
in previous sections. This explains the similar trend followed by the current FE solution and 
Rowe & Davis (1982) results. Nevertheless, the non-homogeneity of the soil was not 
considered in Rowe & Davis (1982) whereas in this study a linear undrained shear profile is 
used. This enlarges the reduction of the shear strength of the clay above the anchor 
embedment depth and also enlarges the increment of the shear strength of the clay below the 
anchor. In vented conditions only the clay in front of the plate fails and flows plastically. 
Therefore, it was expected that the non-homogeneity considered here would decrease the 
values of an homogeneous clay solution. This is exactly what happens, figure 20, as lower 
values are found in comparison with the Rowe & Davis(1982) vented solution for most of the 
embedment ratios. The other solutions didn’t consider a truncated failure criteria and that 
leads to higher capacities. The upper bound (UB) and lower bound (LB) reported by Merifield 
et al. (2003) also takes into account an homogeneous, weightless soil. To point out how 
important is the effect of this to the final solution the reader might know that the Yu et al. 
(2011) FE vented solution when considering weightless homogeneous clay falls in between the 
lower and the upper solution of Merifield et al.(2003). In Figure 20 only the solution 
considering clay with weight and non-homogeneous behavior for the Yu et al. (2011) solutions 
is plotted. Nonetheless one can reckon the effect of considering these two important features 
of the soil by comparing this solution with the ones produced by Merifield et al. (2003). 
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8.Uplift pullout capacity in structured 
clay 
 
 
8.1 Introduction 
 
A similar procedure is done for structured clays. Taking advantage of the KHSM 
implementation in PLAXIS 2D, the pullout capacity for soils with structure is calculated. Again 
embedment ratios ,h/B, from 1 to 10 are considered and both the vented and attached 
conditions are included in calculations. 
The behavior of the structure of the soil is further studied in this section and its evolution 
throughout the entire pullout process is analyzed. Besides, the contribution of strains to loss of 
structure is also reported and eventually results using different soil structure arrangements are 
shown.  
8.2 Soil failure mechanism developed 
 
To start off, it is displayed again the mechanisms of failure for both the attached and vented 
conditions at shallow and deep positions of the anchor.  There are no differences whatsoever 
among the failure mechanisms from those reported by the non-structured clay. The reader 
needs to remember that before failure happens the structure is lost and both models behave 
exactly in the same way.  
However, as the structured clay has an extra resistance given by the initial bounding 
(structure) failure on the non-structured clay is reached for displacements slightly smaller than 
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those needed for structured clays. In Figure 22 it is displayed the displacement flow for both 
the structured and non-structured clay. Although the differences are very few, it can be 
observed that the extra resistance given by the structure makes the soil delays the creation of 
failure mechanisms. 
a) 
 
 
 
b) 
 
 
 
c) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22.  Displacement Flow comparison between structured ( left) and non-structured (right) 
clays 
a) 0.1 m displacement 
b) 0.2 m displacement 
c)0.3 m displacement 
 
8.3 Pullout capacity factors in structured clay 
 
Regarding to the    capacities, it is observed in Figure 23 that contradictorily to what was 
expected the pullout capacity is smaller than that obtained for a non-structured clay. A 
maximum value of           is reached for an attached anchor instead of the       
      previously reached. Notice that the undrained shear strength for structured clays is 
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related to the peak stress instead of the ultimate stress as usually happens in normally 
consolidated non-structured clay. 
 Nonetheless, it is observed that the increase of the shear strength is not totally enhancing the 
pullout load that the soil can withstand before failure. As an example, the undrained shear 
strength for a 20 meters depth strengthens from 61.95 kN/m2 for the non-structured clay to 
83.94 kN/m2. Hence,an increase of strength of more than 35% is provided by the structure. On 
the other hand, the ultimate pullout load for this same depth changes from 1388.09 kN to 
1496.76 kN , roughly increasing its strength an 8%. 
Since the pullout capacity is calculated from    
 
   
, the difference between the increase of 
resitance and pullout load leads to lower pullout capacity factors. This does not mean that the 
structured soil withstands less pullout forces. Actually , it is the opposite. The ultimate pullout 
load is bigger than that in a non-structured although the capacity factor is smaller. 
 
Figure 23 gathers both the attached and vented Nc capacity factors obtained with PLAXIS finite 
element software. It can be observed the smaller capacity factor mentioned above. 
 
Figure 23. Pullout capacity factor for the structured clay 
 
8.4 Loss of soil structure 
 
One of the most interesting features that this model introduces is the structure surface, which 
recreates  the loss of structure within the soil. This structure surface is controlled by the 
parameter r , which is the ratio between the structure surface and the reference surface. The 
original value for this ratio r0 is introduced in the software, in this project  r0=1,75 is used,  and 
the changes of this ratio are ruled by the following expression ,Rouainia & Wood (2000): 
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                                              (8.1) 
where    is the destructuration strains, which is a function of both the volumetric and shear 
plastic strains. 
 The clay used in the current work has an initial         . This value changes with plastic 
strain till it reaches 1 when the clay will becomes a remoulded clay, a clay without structure. In 
Figure 24 is displayed the ratio of structure, the total shear strains and the total volumetric 
strain for three different stages of the pull out displacement.  
Red color in the ratio of structure plot represents the clay with structure whereas blue color 
stands for the soil that has already lost the structure. Colours in between these two extremes, 
represents the process of loss of structure going on during the pullout displacement. 
   
a) 
 
 
 
 
 
b) 
 
 
 
 
 
c) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24. Strains effect upon the soil structure in attached conditions 
a) Ratio of structure ( r0), Shear Strain (   ) and Volumetric Strain (    ) at 0.1m plate displacement 
b) Ratio of structure ( r0), Shear Strain (   ) and Volumetric Strain (    ) at 0.2m plate displacement 
c) Ratio of structure ( r0), Shear Strain (   ) and Volumetric Strain (    ) at 0.4m plate displacement 
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The  image above shows that shear strains control practically the entire process of 
destructuration. Destructuration happens where there is important shear strain. As reported in 
previous sections the fact that an undrained case is considered plays an important role. The 
differential total volumetric strain is always zero in undrained conditions. Therefore, the plastic 
and elastic components are equal but with opposite sign. Since the elastic strain is always very 
small, so is the plastic one. Thus, the volumetric total strains are very small and so is their 
contribution to the destructuration process. 
A similar behavior is observed on the destrcuturation of the soil in the vented case.The shear 
strains, because an undrained case is run, controls basically the entire procedure. However, 
due to the nature of the vented condition,destructuration only happens over the plate anchor. 
Nevertheless, in figure 22 it is seen that some structure is lost in both tips of the anchor and 
they extend towards the back of the plate. Although , the interface between the plate and the 
soil has been designed larger that the plate to avoid these irregularities within the tips, this is 
not enough. Thus, it is shown again that the vented condition is very difficult to recreate with 
PLAXIS tools. 
a) 
 
 
 
 
 
b) 
 
 
 
 
 
c) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 25. Strains effect upon the soil structure in vented conditions 
a) Ratio of structure ( r0), Shear Strain (   ) and Volumetric Strain (    ) at 0.1m plate displacement 
b) Ratio of structure ( r0), Shear Strain (   ) and Volumetric Strain (    ) at 0.2m plate displacement 
c) Ratio of structure ( r0), Shear Strain (   ) and Volumetric Strain (    ) at 0.4m plate displacement 
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It was also interesting to point out what would have happened if the structure had been 
constant. Results show that the potential extra strength that structure can give to the soil is 
very big. Unfortunately, this structure is lost rather quick when plastic strain occurs and at the 
end only a few enhancement of the pullout force is registered. 
To model a clay with constant structure the destructuration parameter ,k , from the KHSM 
model is set to 0.  Doing this, the ratio of structure equation changes from its original 
expression to the following one: 
                                                                   
    
       
                                            (8.2) 
Hence, the structure is constant throughout all the pullout displacement. Disabling the loss of 
structure has a direct impact on the displacement-load curve, softening does not occur. 
Softening is one of the most important phenomenon associated with structured clays with loss 
of structure, Figure 26, and in this model is what leads to recover the Cam-Clay behavior.Clay 
with constant structure reaches considerably higher pullout loads, and hence capacities. Figure 
26 displays the effect of this constant structure in comparison with the other previous cases. 
The maximum value exceeds by more than 60% the ultimate pullout load of the clay with no 
structure in the deep attached scenario whereas the structured clay with loss of structure only 
exceeded it roughly 8%.  
The vented case needs a different reading. As a truncated failure criterion was selected the 
failure mechanism does not completely reach the soil surface and hence the soil does not fail. 
However, deformations due to plastic flow nearby the anchor are so large that is considered 
that the soil fails before it reaches the ultimate load. This is observed in Figure 26 as not even 
the Cam-Clay-like soil behavior has reached an horizontal asymptotic which would mean that 
failure is about to happen. In this case the constant structure clay also exceeds by 60% the 
ultimate load of the non-structured clay. 
This phenomenon does not occur when the plate is located in shallower depths. Figure 27 
shows that in vented conditions the soil described by the Cam-Clay theory has reached the 
horizontal asymptote preceding failure and the structured clay with loss of structure is about 
to recover the Cam-Clay-like behavior. This strengthens the theory that failure will happen for 
vented conditions when the failure mechanism reaches the soil surface.  
The attached shallow anchor behaves in a similar way as the one embedded deeper. 
Nevertheless, it is observed that whereas for deep anchors the softening was very sharp and 
the soil recovered the Cam-Clay behavior for a displacement of roughly 0.5m, this does not 
happen before 0.8 m for shallow anchors. Therefore, the loss of structure and hence the 
softening is more smooth for shallow anchors. This is a direct effect of the different failure 
mechanism developed in shallow and deep anchors.  
In Figure 21 it is displayed the transition of the failure mechanism from shallow to deep 
anchors. Although undrained shear strength is smaller for shallow depths the failure 
mechanism extends to a larger area of soil than the localized failure plan created in deeper 
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positions. Therefore, as more soil is involved the process of loss of structure is slower which 
leads to a smoother softening 
 
 
 
 
Figure 26. Pullout load-displacement for deep anchor a) Attached b) Vented 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 27. Pullout load-displacement for shallow anchors a) Attached b) Vented 
 
8.5 Conclusions 
 
Throughout the last two sections the pullout capacity problem for plate anchors has been 
analyzed. The arrangement used to carry out calculations with PLAXIS 2D is first presented. 
The same arrangement is used for both the non-structured and structured clay and only the 
model parameters are changed to represent each case. A couple of things worth to be 
mentioned regarding the way the problem is modeled within the software: 
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 The mesh coarseness was set up trying to balance both the accuracy of results 
and the computational time. A refined cluster around the anchor is used to 
enhance the accuracy where the soil is most affected by the pullout 
displacement. 
 An interface is introduced between the soil and the anchor to recreate the 
vented base condition. Node pairs are created between them. The interaction 
between these nodes consists of two elastic-perfectly plastic springs. The first 
one models the gap displacement and the second the slipping displacement. 
As suggested in PLAXIS manuals inputting a very low value to the interface 
stiffness results in gapping between the soil and the structure but also 
overlapping. In reality the stiffness of the interface should be 0 only when 
tension occurs in the interface, and from there onwards kept in the same way. 
However, PLAXIS menu does not allow the user this amount of definition in a 
user defined model. Although the vented situation is finally created and 
gapping happens under the mentioned conditions, a different software should 
be considered for better results. some irregularities near the tip of the anchor 
that is fixed by extending the interface beyond the ends of the anchor.  
To start off, the case for non-structured clay has been carried out to compare the results 
obtained with those found in literature. This comparison has probed that the model is 
performing well and that results obtained are in good agreement with those used as 
benchmark. It was important to probe that in order to face the numerical analysis for 
structured clay, using the entire potential of the KHSM model, with the security of obtaining 
reliable results. The more prominent points observed in this first study on non-structured clays 
are summarized as follows: 
 Pullout capacity factors for non-structured clays in attached and vented 
conditions agree well with the few previous works considering non-
homogeneous soils with weight. The majority of works found in literature , 
however, dealt with homogeneous weightless clays and hence some results 
can’t be compared. Although the vented base case follows a truncated failure 
criteria it also matches with previous solution using similar failure criteria. 
 The value of the maximum pullout capacity in attached conditions       
        is very close to the one obtained numerically by David&Rowe (1982), 
            ,and also very similar to the solution provided by L.Yu et al., 
(2001) ,     =11,59. The differences are due to the different meshes used in 
each case. In the current analysis the mesh is refined near the plate and that 
leads to a more accurate solution. 
 For the attached plate anchor a fully localized flow mechanism is formed 
around the anchor whereas for the vented plate anchor embedded at the 
same depth a cavity expansion flow is observed. 
 The so-called embedment critical depth is observed at a    /B=3, where the 
attached failure mechanism no longer extends to the seabed and the plastic 
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flow becomes localized. From there on the pullout capacity factor,    , 
remains constant regardless the exact position of the plate. 
Soil’s structure was finally introduced. Pullout capacity factors were calculated and special 
attention was paid to the structure’s behavior within the soil and how this is lost with the 
current strains. The major conclusions withdrawn are gathered next: 
 The undrained shear strength profile obtained using the KHSM soil model is 
linear although the complexity of the model made us think of the possibility of 
obtaining a non-linear expression. As it was expected, structure does provide 
the soil with a slightly higher strength. 
 The    pullout capacity factors for structured clays follow the same trend, 
both for the vented and the attached base case, than the    curves obtained 
for a non-structured clay. However, capacity factors are lower than those 
observed in non-structured soils. A maximum value of           is 
reached for an attached anchor instead of the             previously 
reached. 
 Lower capacity factors are linked to the fact that undrained shear strength in 
structured soils is usually related to peak strength rather than the ultimate 
strength. Besides, it is observed that the increase of the shear strength is not 
evenly enhancing the pullout load that the soil can withstand before failure. 
For instance, at a 20 meters depth the enhance of undrained shear strength 
due to the structure is over 35% whereas the ultimate pullout load only 
increases 8% the value of an structureless soil. 
 The loss of structure within the soil is basically caused by shear strains 
although the destrucuturation strain parameter, A, is 0.494 which means that 
the contribution of both volumetric and shear strains are almost even. This is a 
consequence of the nature of the undrained conditions considered in this 
project. The differential total volumetric strain is always zero in undrained 
conditions. Therefore, the plastic and elastic components are equal but with 
opposite sign. Since elastic strains are always very small, so are the plastic 
ones. In conclusion, plastic volumetric strains are very small and so is their 
contribution to the destructuration process. 
 The unrealistic scenario of a soil with constant structure has pointed out the 
potential of the structure per se. When the destructuarion parameter, k, has 
been turned to 0 the pullout load that the anchor has withstood before failing 
has increased up to a 60%. Although this is an unrealistic situation, it shows 
that clays with lower rates of destructurarion with strain could reach very high 
capacities. 
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9.Pullout capacity of inclined plate 
anchors 
 
 
 
9.1 Introduction 
 
Previously in this paper, the pullout capacity of horizontal plate anchor under vertical pullout 
forces has been assessed. Nonetheless, anchors are usually placed at orientations somewhere 
in between vertical and horizontal position, especially in offshore structures. As a matter of 
fact, the use of suction embedded plate anchors always considers plates in positions different 
than the horizontal situation. For this reason, a study of the effect of the inclination of the 
plate has been done to sort out its bearing capacity. The only numerical work found for 
inclined anchors was done by Merifield et al. (2005).  
In the current work, consideration has been given to different embedment depths, different 
inclination (00,22.50,450,66.50 and 900 are considered) and the two different soil-plate interface 
conditions (vented and attached ) are studied. Only numerical calculations with structured clay 
will be carried out. As in all the investigation ,the implementation of the KHSM soil model in 
PLAXIS 2D will be used to describe the behavior of the structured clay, which has the same 
properties as in previous sections ( Table 1). 
 
Results here expressed under the name of pullout capacity factor,   , have been calculated 
using the following expression: 
                                                                             
  
    
                                                                     (9.1) 
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Figure 28. Layout of the inclined anchor pullout capacity problem 
 
where     is the undrained shear strength at the middle point of the anchor  (notice that the 
plate is now inclined, Figure 28). This inclination leads to a gradient of undrained strength 
between the two tips of the anchor, which will affect the behavior of the anchor. 
 
9.2 Pullout capacity factors in inclined structured clay 
 
The pullout capacity for different inclinations under attached base conditions is displayed in 
Figure 29. It is observed that the horizontal case is the one that offers the highest capacity 
although all the inclinations tend to the maximum pullout capacity factor found in previous 
sections ,           . It is also seen that the critical depth, increases with the inclination of 
the anchor ranging from    /B=3 for the horizontal plate until    /B=8 when the plate is 
positioned vertically.   
Lower capacities associated with larger inclinations are related to the failure mechanism. In 
Figures 33 and 34 is displayed the failure mechanisms for different inclinations in both shallow 
and deep attached anchors. The flow mechanism had a center at the middle of the anchor in 
horizontal plates. However, over inclined anchors this center of the flow moves towards the 
shallower tip of the anchor dragging the failure zone upwards.  
Since the failure mechanism has moved upwards the average soil strength in the failure zone is 
reduced. Hence, lower    are obtained. Since the vertical plate is the situation where the 
failure zone is moved upwards the most, Figure 33 and 34, it is also the situation with less 
capacity factor. 
The symmetry observed in the displacement flow on horizontal attached plates is lost when 
inclined anchors are considered. This is a direct effect of the non-homogeneity of the 
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undrained shear strength. If a constant    profile had been considered symmetric failure 
mechanisms would have been observed as soon as depth allows for localized flow. 
 
 
Figure 29. Inclined attached base anchors’ pullout capacity factors 
 
As for the vented base case, pullout capacity factors, Figure 30, show an opposite behavior in 
regard to which position of the anchor has higher strength. The vertical plate anchor, which 
was the weakest one when attached conditions were applied, is now the strongest one. 
Somehow, the role has been swapped and again it has to do with the failure mechanism. 
Recalling that the failure flow for this particular interface case only affects the soil above the 
plate is the key to understand this phenomenon. Again, cavity expansion flow is evident, Figure 
35. It is observed that the most inclined the anchor is, the deeper the soil contributing is . 
Therefore, as deeper clay is involved, the average undrained strength of the clay is higher 
leading to higher values of  .  
 
 
Figure 30. Inclined vented base anchors’ pullout capacity factors 
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In general the extent of surface deformations increase with increasing embedment depth. 
Also, the lateral extent of surface deformation increases with increasing inclination angles 
,Figure 31 and 33. 
The effect of inclination in attached base conditions tend to disappear as the plate is 
embedded deeper and the same maximum pullout loads are reached, Figure 31. Undrained 
shear strength in these cases is large enough that differences between the two edges of the 
plate are not affecting the final capacity whatsoever. On the other hand , Figure 31, reaffirms 
that the inclination does have an effect on the pullout load for shallow positions. Softening due 
to destructuration of the soil can be seen although is very smooth. 
a) 
 
                                                                b) 
 
Figure 31. Pullout Load-displacement under attached conditions a) h/B=3 b) h/B=10 
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9.3 Loss of soil structure in inclined anchors 
 
The structure of the soil is destroyed similarly as described in last section, when dealing with 
horizontal plate. For vented base cases, loss of structure is observed immediately above the 
anchor following the pulling direction. As it happened before, the scope of destructuration 
does not extend very far from the plate and remains relatively near the plate. 
The attached case shows a particularity that worth to be mentioned. Previously, it was 
reported that the transition to localized plastic flow happened in horizontal plates for quite 
shallow depths, roughly h/B=3.  
In this section it has been said that this transition depends on the inclination of the plate but it 
can eventually delay till h/B= 8 or more for the extreme case of vertical anchors. For this 
reason, in most of the depths failure mechanisms extend to the soil surface and hence in 
general large strains can be found extending till the seabed, Figure 32. As a consequence, it is 
been observed that loss of structure also extends in general to the surface and it is only for 
very deep locations when destructuration becomes localized. 
 
a) 
 
b) 
 
c) 
 
d) 
 
 
 
Figure 32. Loss of structure for attached plate anchors at h/B=5 
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Figure 33. Displacement flow of inclined attached shallow anchors a) 0
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Figure 34. Displacement flow of inclined attached deep anchors a) 0
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Figure 35. Displacement flow of inclined vented anchors a) 0
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9.4 Conclusions
 
The pullout capacity of inclined plate anchors has been assessed in this section to cover 
different possible scenarios in practical situations. Plates positioned at an inclination of  
00,22.50,450,66.50 and 900 are considered both for the vented and attached base case. Only 
structured clay, with the corresponding loss of structure , is used in calculations. The major 
conclusions withdrawn from this analysis can be summarized as follows: 
 
 For attached plate anchor, the horizontal embedded plate anchor has the highest 
bearing capacity whereas the vertically embedded anchor show the highest strength of 
the anchor if the base is vented. 
 The critical embedment depth depends on the inclination of the plate ranging from 
   /B=3 for horizontal plates till    /B=8 when is positioned vertically. Therefore, is 
likely to find mechanisms of failure extending to the surface whereas localized flow 
only happens for very deep positions. 
 The flow mechanism in attached bases had a center at the middle of the anchor in 
horizontal plates. However, over inclined anchors this center of the flow moves 
towards the shallower tip of the anchor dragging the failure zone upwards. Since the 
failure mechanism has moved upwards the average soil strength in the failure zone is 
reduced. Hence, lower   are obtained. 
 Cavity expansion flow is again observed in vented base conditions. It is seen that the 
most inclined the anchor is, the deeper the soil contributing is . Therefore, as deeper 
clay is involved, the average undrained strength of the clay is higher leading to higher 
values of  . This explains the higher capacity factors for increasing inclinations. 
 Loss of structure does happen similarly as observed in horizontal embedded plates. 
Nevertheless, as inclined anchors’ failure mechanisms, specifically under attached 
conditions, normally extends to the soil surface is very likely to find remoulded clay, 
clay that has already lost its structure, also extending to the seabed. 
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10. Final Conclusions 
 
The pullout capacity of a plate anchor has been assessed in this paper. The implementation of 
the Kinematic Hardening Model with loss of structure in the finite element software PLAXIS 2D 
has permitted to integrate a model , which although is more complex and involves more 
computational work, recreates better the in-situ properties of structured clays. 
In regard to the soil model, as it was reported in previous sections the display of the clay 
seems to meet the expected behavior according to its formulation. The clay recovers the Cam-
Clay –like behavior when the structure is completely lost and softening happens due to the 
loss of the clay structure. Nevertheless, the anisotropy of the structure gathered in the original 
formulation has been disabled, and so not considered, because it produced some numerical 
problems and hence unexpected and unrealistic outputs. 
The undrained shear strength profile has also been worked out using numerical simulation and 
a linear expression has been obtained. Although the model is more complex and perhaps a 
different output for the undrained shear profile could be initially expected, the reality that at 
failure Cam-Clay behavior is recovered turns out to be transcendental to draw its final shape. 
The pullout capacity problem has also reported interesting results. When the structure of the 
clay has not been considered, for comparison purposes, good agreement has been observed 
with solutions usually taken as benchmark. Specifically, the attached base condition has 
produced results very close to those found in previous numerical analysis on plate anchors. 
As for the vented case, results are more scattered within previous works and comparison is 
hard to be done. The way the failure criteria is defined and also the recreation of the vented 
condition within the software turns out to be very important to the final result. 
Results obtained with structured clays, hence using the entire potential of the KHSM soil 
model, also seem to fit what was expected from them. However in this occasion, comparison 
cannot be done because previous works dealing with structured clays has not been found. 
Pullout capacity factor results follow the same trend than the non-structured clay although the 
numeric results are numerically lower. Lower capacity factors is linked to the fact that 
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undrained shear strength in structured soils is usually related to peak strength rather than the 
ultimate strength, hence  giving the clay a higher undrained strength. However, and that is the 
key point, the increase of the shear strength is not evenly enhancing the pullout load that the 
soil can withstand before failure. 
And finally, the orientation of the plate anchor has proved to affect the final capacity of the 
anchor. When considering an attached base interface, the best response is given by the anchor 
positioned horizontally and the worst by the vertical plate. However, the other way around 
happens if vented base conditions are applied. This, as reported in the paper, can be explained 
by the different mechanisms of failure created in each case and how they change when 
rotating the anchor. 
In closing, with the experienced gain in this project dealing with finite element simulation one 
can assert that it is a reliable tool, and it could become very useful, when used properly, to 
model things that can’t be tested experimentally. 
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